In this paper, polysiloxane is used to modify insulation paper cellulose, and molecular dynamics methods are used to evaluate the glass transition temperature and mechanical properties of the paper before and after the modification. Analysis of the static mechanical performance of the model shows that, with increasing temperature, the elastic modulus of both the modified and unmodified cellulose models decreases gradually. However, the elastic modulus of the modified model is greater than that of the unmodified model. Using the specific volume method and calculation of the mean square displacement of the models, the glass transition temperature of the modified cellulose model is found to be 48 K higher than that of the unmodified model. Finally, the changes in the mechanical properties and glass transition temperature of the model are analyzed by energy and free volume theory. The glass transition temperatures of the unmodified and modified cellulose models are approximately 400 K and 450 K, respectively. These results are consistent with the conclusions obtained from the specific volume method and the calculation of the mean square displacement. It can be concluded that the modification of insulation paper cellulose with polysiloxane will effectively improve its thermal stability.
Introduction
The glass transition temperature of a polymer is very important, being the turning point at which a polymer material transitions from a glass state to a highly elastic state [1] . The main component of oil-immersed power transformer insulation paper is natural cellulose [2] , which is composed of crystalline and amorphous regions. The crystalline region is closely arranged and its structure is stable, meaning that its performance is relatively stable under high temperatures. In contrast, the amorphous region is loosely and irregularly arranged, and so thermal aging usually starts from the amorphous region [3, 4] . The initial mechanical properties of cellulose insulation paper can basically meet the needs of its applications, but after its glass transition temperature changes, its mechanical properties seriously decline [5] , which causes the paper to fail to meet the needs of the application. The general operating temperature of a transformer is below 100 • C, but local winding temperatures can exceed 473 K under extreme conditions. At 473 K, the properties of many polymers change greatly [6] ; thus, the enhancement of the glass transition temperature of cellulose insulation paper is of important practical significance. 
Parameter Setting
Structural optimization and energy optimization of the model was required. First, 5000 steps of energy minimization were carried out. The model was then structurally optimized through molecular dynamics simulation. The force field used in the structural optimization and molecular dynamics simulation was PCFF (polymer consistent forcefield) [27] , which is very suitable for the treatment of carbohydrates and other organic molecules. During the structural optimization, dynamics simulations of 50 ps were carried out at temperatures of 1000 K, 800 K, and 600 K. Energy minimization was carried out after every dynamics simulation, and the obtained minimized structure was used as the initial conformation for the next dynamics simulation. Then, dynamics simulation of 50 ps and energy minimization were carried out at 400 K. After the above processing, the local unreasonable structure in the amorphous model was basically eliminated, which made the model stable and closer to the real material, and provided a reasonable equilibrium geometry conformation for the next molecular dynamics simulation [28] . On this basis, the molecular dynamics simulation was the carried out. To determine the glass transition temperature before and after modification, a temperature range of 200-650 K was selected for the simulation, with every 50 K a target temperature. The molecular dynamics simulation of each target temperature was based on the fully optimized structure. First, equilibrium simulation of 100 ps was carried out, after which molecular dynamics simulation of 200 ps was carried out. The integral step length was 1 fs, and the dynamic information of the system was collected every 5000 fs.
Analysis of Simulation Results
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where C represents a 6 × 6 elastic coefficient matrix, ε is the stress matrix, σ is the strain matrix. First, the inverse matrix S of the C matrix is obtained, and then the effective bulk modulus and shear modulus are calculated by Reuss' average method [29] :
In the formula:
Through the relationship between the modulus of the same-phase material:
where E represents the elastic modulus, K is the volume modulus, G is the shear modulus, and ν represents Poisson's ratio. The ratio of strain and stress is elastic modulus E, which reflects the rigidity of a material. The greater the value of E is, the greater the rigidity and the stronger the ability of the material to resist deformation will be. Thus, E can reflect the macro-mechanical strength of transformer insulation paper [30, 31] . The elastic modulus calculated for the modified model and unmodified model at different temperatures is shown in Figure 3 .
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The ratio of strain and stress is elastic modulus E, which reflects the rigidity of a material. The greater the value of E is, the greater the rigidity and the stronger the ability of the material to resist deformation will be. Thus, E can reflect the macro-mechanical strength of transformer insulation paper [30, 31] . The elastic modulus calculated for the modified model and unmodified model at different temperatures is shown in Figure 3 . With increasing temperature, the elastic modulus of both models gradually decreases. However, the elastic modulus of modified model is larger than that of the unmodified model in the whole simulation process. In Figure 3 , E  is the difference between the elastic modulus of the modified model and the elastic modulus of the unmodified model. E  is positive in the whole temperature range, which shows that the elastic modulus of the modified model is improved over that of the unmodified model. This is because, when modifying cellulose by polysiloxane grafting, the bond With increasing temperature, the elastic modulus of both models gradually decreases. However, the elastic modulus of modified model is larger than that of the unmodified model in the whole simulation process. In Figure 3 , ∆E is the difference between the elastic modulus of the modified model and the elastic modulus of the unmodified model. ∆E is positive in the whole temperature range, which shows that the elastic modulus of the modified model is improved over that of the unmodified model. This is because, when modifying cellulose by polysiloxane grafting, the bond energy of the flexible Si-O bond introduced on the cellulose chain is 451 kJ/mol, which is greater than the 356 kJ/mol of the C-C bond. The greater the bond energy, the harder it is to break the bond, so the elastic modulus of the model modified with polysiloxane is always higher than that of the unmodified model with increasing temperature. This means that the deformation resistance, mechanical properties, and thermal stability of the model modified with polysiloxane are enhanced.
Glass Transition Temperature
As its temperature is gradually increased, an amorphous material will undergo glass transition. The transition temperature [1] of a material from a glass state to a highly elastic state is known as the glass transition temperature T g . If the temperature continues to rise, a polymer material will change from a highly elastic state to a viscous flow state at its melting point, T f . Generally, the properties of polymers are stable before glass transition. At temperatures higher than the glass transition temperature, the mechanical properties of polymers, namely mechanical strength and thermal stability, will be significantly reduced. Therefore, the improvement of the glass conversion properties of insulation paper cellulose at high temperature is significantly important.
Among the methods used to evaluate the glass transition temperature of polymers, the most common and reliable is the volume-temperature curve method [32, 33] . In the NPT ensemble (fixed values of particle number N, pressure P, and temperature T), molecular simulation was performed on the models at each selected temperature to calculate the density parameter. The reciprocal of density is the specific volume, thus, the figure of specific volume versus temperature can be obtained. Next, the intersection of lines fitting the regions before and after the inflection point of the specific volume temperature is the glass transition turning point. Thus, the corresponding temperature is the glass transition temperature. The glass transition temperature fitting curve is shown in Figure 4 . energy of the flexible Si-O bond introduced on the cellulose chain is 451 kJ/mol, which is greater than the 356 kJ/mol of the C-C bond. The greater the bond energy, the harder it is to break the bond, so the elastic modulus of the model modified with polysiloxane is always higher than that of the unmodified model with increasing temperature. This means that the deformation resistance, mechanical properties, and thermal stability of the model modified with polysiloxane are enhanced.
As its temperature is gradually increased, an amorphous material will undergo glass transition. The transition temperature [1] of a material from a glass state to a highly elastic state is known as the glass transition temperature Tg. If the temperature continues to rise, a polymer material will change from a highly elastic state to a viscous flow state at its melting point, Tf. Generally, the properties of polymers are stable before glass transition. At temperatures higher than the glass transition temperature, the mechanical properties of polymers, namely mechanical strength and thermal stability, will be significantly reduced. Therefore, the improvement of the glass conversion properties of insulation paper cellulose at high temperature is significantly important.
Among the methods used to evaluate the glass transition temperature of polymers, the most common and reliable is the volume-temperature curve method [32, 33] . In the NPT ensemble (fixed values of particle number N, pressure P, and temperature T), molecular simulation was performed on the models at each selected temperature to calculate the density parameter. The reciprocal of density is the specific volume, thus, the figure of specific volume versus temperature can be obtained. Next, the intersection of lines fitting the regions before and after the inflection point of the specific volume temperature is the glass transition turning point. Thus, the corresponding temperature is the glass transition temperature. The glass transition temperature fitting curve is shown in Figure 4 . The glass transition temperature of the unmodified model is 402 K, while that of the model modified with polysiloxane is 450 K, which means that the modification improves the glass transition temperature of the cellulose chain by 48 K. In the Handbook of Polymers [34] , the glass transition temperature of variety of industrial cellulose is reported to be between 250 and 580 K, but this is only a reference. Thus, the glass transition temperatures of the simulated cellulose and modified cellulose models in this paper are credible, and the comparative analysis of the glass transition temperature of the modified and unmodified model is valid.
The glass transition temperature of the modified model is higher than that of the unmodified model, which means that the process from the glassy state to highly elastic state of the modified The glass transition temperature of the unmodified model is 402 K, while that of the model modified with polysiloxane is 450 K, which means that the modification improves the glass transition temperature of the cellulose chain by 48 K. In the Handbook of Polymers [34] , the glass transition temperature of variety of industrial cellulose is reported to be between 250 and 580 K, but this is only a reference. Thus, the glass transition temperatures of the simulated cellulose and modified cellulose models in this paper are credible, and the comparative analysis of the glass transition temperature of the modified and unmodified model is valid. The glass transition temperature of the modified model is higher than that of the unmodified model, which means that the process from the glassy state to highly elastic state of the modified model is slower than that of the unmodified model. Therefore, the modification of cellulose should result in excellent performance and enhanced thermal stability.
Glass Transition Temperature Analysis
The more intense the chain movement in insulation paper cellulose, the worse its mechanical performance, which leads to a poor thermal stability. The intensity of the chain movement can be analyzed by the mean square displacement (MSD). The MSD describes the overall movement of the molecular chain centroid [35] , and can be calculated as:
where r i (t) and r i (0) represent molecular or atomic position vectors at time t and initial time i, respectively, and < > represents the ensemble average. The MSD of the modified model and the unmodified model are shown in Figure 5 .
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The more intense the chain movement in insulation paper cellulose, the worse its mechanical performance, which leads to a poor thermal stability. The intensity of the chain movement can be analyzed by the mean square displacement (MSD). The MSD describes the overall movement of the molecular chain centroid [35] , and can be calculated as: According to Figure 5 , the degree of chain movement increases gradually with temperature, which indicates that insulation paper cellulose is affected by temperature during transformer operation. In the unmodified model, between 350 and 400 K, the MSD of the chain appears to jump, which is basically consistent with the glass transition temperature of the unmodified model of 402 K. Between 500 and 550 K, the MSD of the unmodified model appears to jump again, which may correspond to the transition temperature of cellulose chain from the highly elastic state to the viscous flow state. In the modified model, the first jump in the MSD of the chain between 400 and According to Figure 5 , the degree of chain movement increases gradually with temperature, which indicates that insulation paper cellulose is affected by temperature during transformer operation. In the unmodified model, between 350 and 400 K, the MSD of the chain appears to jump, which is basically Energies 2017, 10, 397 7 of 11 consistent with the glass transition temperature of the unmodified model of 402 K. Between 500 and 550 K, the MSD of the unmodified model appears to jump again, which may correspond to the transition temperature of cellulose chain from the highly elastic state to the viscous flow state. In the modified model, the first jump in the MSD of the chain between 400 and 450 K also corresponds to the glass transition temperature (450 K) of the modified model. The MSD of the modified model does not appear to jump again obviously within the studied temperature range. This may be because the modification of the cellulose chain not only increased the glass transition temperature of the chain, but also increased the temperature of the highly elastic state to the viscous flow state transition. It can also be seen that, before the glass transition, the intensity of the movement of the chain was relatively small, and the MSD value of the two models is less than 1 Å 2 . After the glass transition, the intensity of the movement of the chain is obviously enhanced; the maximum MSD of the unmodified model is about 10 Å 2 , while that of the modified model is about 9 Å 2 .
The chain movement is the direct embodiment of the thermal movement ability of the insulation paper cellulose chain. The more intense the chain movement is, the worse the mechanical performance will be, which leads to a poor thermal stability. The thermal stability of insulation paper cellulose is improved by grafting with polysiloxane. In oil-immersed transformers, cellulose insulation paper is wound around the copper conductor as electrical insulation. If the mechanical properties of the insulation paper are affected by temperature and become worse, the insulation paper wrapped outside the copper wire will be easily damaged when the conductor coil is subject to mechanical stress, which will damage the insulation of the transformer. Therefore, the improvement of the mechanical properties of insulation paper also indirectly improves the insulation of the transformer, thus, ensuring its safe operation.
Analysis and Discussion
Enhancement Mechanism
Polysiloxane is a cross-linked polymer with Si-O-Si as the main chain, and silicon atoms connected to other organic groups. The organic groups can be methyl or phenyl, so polysiloxane can have organic and inorganic characteristics. Polysiloxane has many excellent properties, such as heat resistance and chemical corrosion resistance. The Si-O-Si bond is the basic bond form of polysiloxane, essentially the same as quartz, but its side groups are connected to organic groups. The thermal stability of inorganic compounds composed of Si-O bonds can be as high as 2073 K. When organic substituents are introduced into the polymer, its thermal stability will decrease by 623-873 K, but its heat resistance will still be better than that of common organic compounds. Additionally, because of its organic and inorganic characteristics, it can solve compatibility problems well. The bond energy of the Si-O bond is 451 kJ/mol, much higher than the energy of the C-C bond of about 356 kJ/mol. Thus, the thermal stability of the Si-O bond is better than that of the C-C bond. The length of the Si-O-Si bond is also longer (0.164 nm), and its bond angle is larger (140-180 • ) [36] . The chain structure of polysiloxane is very soft, the interaction between chains is weak, and its surface tension is low, which means that polysiloxane can still maintain its original performance in a wide range of temperatures. Therefore, the mechanical properties of cellulose modified with a certain amount of polysiloxane change little with increasing temperature, resulting in a very good thermal stability.
Energy is a parameter that can best reflect the stability of the system. The energy of the system under a PCFF force field [6] can be expressed as:
where E internal + E cross represents the bond energy and E nobond represents non-bond energy. Figure 6 shows the overall potential energy and non-bond energy of the unmodified model and modified model at each temperature studied in this paper.
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In this paper, the molecular dynamics method is applied to evaluate the glass transition temperature, mechanical properties, and chain movement intensity of insulation paper cellulose before and after modification with polysiloxane. Through comparison of the model data, the following conclusions are obtained:
(1) For the modified cellulose insulation paper, the anti-deformation energy of the cellulose is increased, and its mechanical properties are improved. (2) Based on the specific volume method, the glass transition temperature of the modified cellulose model increased by 48 K than that of the unmodified model. When the temperature increases near the glass transition temperature, the mean square displacement of the two models appears to jump, and the chain movement of the insulation paper cellulose becomes intense. (3) The mechanism of the change in the mechanical properties of the model is discussed based on energy. The glass transition temperature range obtained from the free volume theory is basically the same as that obtained by the specific volume method. Therefore, the modification of insulation paper cellulose by polysiloxane grafting will greatly enhance the thermal stability of insulation paper.
